Van Winkle Hall: Roof Tile Recyling

By Vinny "Real" Deese
Contagious Writer

Since the roof tiles on top of Van Winkle Hall are defective, construction workers have spent the better part of 8 months removing and replacing the roof. The operation is now nearing completion, and it has now been disclosed that the tiles will not be discarded as previously indicated. "We do not feel that the tiles have outlived their useful life," explained Connie Ving of Reliable Roofing Inc. Ving says that the recovered tiles can potentially leak, crack, or self combust, but there is no reason to retire them from use. She has recommended to David Carvon, Babson's Director of Planning, that the tiles be installed on the new Old School of Business building that is now under construction. The recommendation was accepted, and installation will begin early next month.

Carvon and others were excited that the tiles would not go to waste. "They're still under warranty, we might as well use them," stated Building and Grounds Director, David Pedoto. The warranty covers the tiles and insures that any repairs to replace or replace the tiles at the user's discretion. The college apparently hopes to obtain a new roof for every building on campus by installing the warranted tiles on each and every building and then claiming the tiles failed. Students have applauded the school's abuse of warranty and hope the press notifies the cutthroat tactics that the school is willing to implement. SGA President Kevin Nolen said that the school's idea is both "clever and intelligent" and commented, "I haven't been more proud of Babson since they offered Pee Wee the presidency."

All affected by the decision is the budget for the graduate center. The donation by the Olin Foundation provided only 10 million dollars from which to construct buildings. "That's not much to work with, especially when considering the bricks we'll have to make to have students attend," said Carvon. Carvon continued, "You try building a graduate center for 10 million dollars, it's impossible with the assumed 85% of reimbursements." Carvon also said the savings from the roof will be used to improve other areas that were not able to fit in the budget, like teachers and a functioning toilet. We never really considered the teaching a fired last semester and was excited to hear she would be rehired. She announced, "I take teaching very seriously and share Babson's priority, but luckily now we can hire a quality instructor like Professor Ball. Professor Ball was.

Pee Wee's Big Position

By Will N. Dowd
Staff Press Consultant

After an extensive search by top college officials, Paul Reuben a.k.a. Pee Wee Herman will be named president of Babson College for the beginning of the 1998 school year. The decision, though controversial, has sparked unprecedented press for the institution whose previous credits were relatively unrecognized. Newspapers and TV stations across New England have embraced the story with unanimous cheer. One reporter

Department of Corrections: Donates $30 Million to Babson

By Josh N. Dalkeer
Jail House Reporter

In a totally unexpected move Tuesday evening, Weldon unveiled a new executive order aimed at preventing violent crime across the entire state. The order mandates a one time gift to Babson College in the amount of $30 million to "keep the criminal minds in one place, under lock and key."

The gift, sponsored by the Massachusetts Department of Corrections, will provide for the "remodeling" of the Student Center scheduled to break ground later this year. James Fostermore, the Director of the Dept. of Corrections, said, "since we've had so much trouble with Babson students this past semester we figured we might as well cut them off at the pass."

Little information is being provided on the details of the new student center but sources inside the department say the architecture firm of Fens, Mill, and Cooper will be handling the designs. The firm is known nationally for its modeling of Alcatraz and San Quentin prison cells.

The College has also agreed to remold the building. "Hopefully...we'll get to see a lot of armed guards and rubber hoses."

The new name will be the Babson College Student Rehabilitation Center. Also, the facilities will now be open to graduate students. "Since we realized the MBAs needed just as much help as we figured we'd kill two birds with one stone. I think recent events make that quite obvious." In his press conference, Gov. Weldon said, "Rarely ever do we get the chance to prevent so much crime from happening at one time and in one place. This new facility will ensure the people of Massachusetts can rest easier at night knowing we are keeping a watchful eye on Babson students."

Joseph Ford, the Dean of Students, was thrilled with the announcement. "I think Babson has needed something like this for a long time. Hopefully, they won't take into account this is a center for higher learning and we'll get to see a lot of armed guards and rubber hoses."

Dean Ford has already begun to petition the department to put his office in the "Solitary" area of the new building.

The new president of SGA, Kevin Nolen, was also pleased with the grant. "Since I was planning a similar, voluntary form of "domination" games for students in the Campus Center I am glad we've haven't the pols come in. The school will really benefit...God knows I've been hearing voices and need some help."

National crime experts have applauded the move by Gov. Wold. Zachary Ithica, an FBI crime analyst, has said the order

Disclaimer: This is the parody issue. Every year the staff of the Baboon Free Press publishes a special issue in honor of April Fools. This issue is published for your enjoyment and contains material which is highly offensive to the easily offended, so, if you are one of them, do us both a favor and don't read it. All individuals that appear in this issue are notable public figures and have earned their right to appear in this special edition. Read on and have fun!
presenting: guys and doilies

by eric t. chan
staff writer

on March 28, 29, and 30, the babson flyers will present their spring musical entitled "guys and doilies." the show begins at 8:00 p.m. and will feature the cream of the crop of babson talent. some of the school's finest thespians and leasians will strut their stuff on stage in underwear making the otherwise worthless performance worthwhile. the flyers, babson's performing arts club, promises a gripping performance. president emma yates says that as her final contribution she, "intends to stun the crowd." the group also has expectations to uphold with past successes lend me tenure (professor hall's flea) under their garter belts.

the musical itself is set in the 1930s as outlined in the script. the script was adapted from a story by damon runyon who is surprisingly not related to paul bunyan. the plot essentially breaks down into a love story between a scrubby played by Johanna "who needs clothes?" Perri and another stripper emma "who wants to see me naked?" Yanes. the two strippers play through different scenarios and some people get killed, but all you need to remember is the two want each other. Yates commented, "Johanna's character was supposed to have a male lover, but as a senior i knew this would be my last chance to seduce her." sure enough, the script has been modified to allow the club's President to have 15 love scenes with the veteran actress Perri. stage manager lara "let me see passion" March was surprised by the modifications but noted, "at least it will be fun to watch."

In response to the news, a stampede of students charged the trim based sales table. Most students were influenced to purchase tickets, but others wanted their money back. "I have no interest in seeing naked women," said ex-SGA President Craig Derryberry who returned tickets, one for each night. Derryberry was not the only unhappy customer since Dean Ford refused to see the show also. "I will just have to find another form of entertainment," said Ford clutching his camera and Derryberry's hand. "I want no involvement in a public display of attractive women in the heat of passion."

New SGA President Kevin Nolan could only utter, "Hooters, Hooters, I love Hooters," as he quickly bought can't help me now" Garrigan which looked so good that it rendered the name change in the play's title. "It does nothing for me, but he does have a great body," said Perri of the new look. according to make conscience Ian Wong, "they [the doilies] add an extra flourish to already classy play." Ticket prices for the front row have been seen selling for up to $20 over the $6 regular admission, and a director cut out the play will be released and sold at the senior auction.

in a recent interview with Yanes, it was revealed that past play and musical selection have been based upon how naked Joanna would get. "I love looking at her..." coed Yanes then ran from the room quivering.

pee wee's return to power

Continued from page 1

campus whose only media activity this year was the ill-advised 239- beaver street. "liked it, but only when i was drunk... really drunk," said Herman of the show who two airings had dismal ratings.

the existing faculty of the college greeted the news with enthusiasm and excitement. "we never really liked glavine and always wanted some excitement," said Professor Rotman whose past class exercises including "bend over and shut up" never really gained college support. Also expressing relief from the impending change was dean Ford who said, "i respect the man more than any other person on this planet; sorry Mom." dean Ford also expressed excitement that the new President would attract more balanced student body with all races, religions, and sexual preferences living in harmony. immediately supporting the Dean's comment was student and ex-SGA President Craig Derryberry who regretted having not served in office simultaneously to Reuben.

the students, besides Derryberry, were not so keen on the Reuben/President arrangement. New SGA President Kevin Nolan said, "ain't he the guy who got arrested for mauling in public?" "i think that's sick, he should do it in private with pictures of little kids like the rest of us," continued Nolan. Also dismayed was the VP of Communication Steve Gove who said, "now what am i going to do to promote events, whose going to attend anything if this guy's going to show up and pleasure himself?"

the students only have themselves to blame thinking according to past speaker jocelyn Elders who recently came to babson and spoke about the subject of masturbation. "they [the students] were real open to the idea," said Elders who also noted that Reuben has perfect technique and enviable skills.

regardless of the mixed reaction, Reuben will assume the position, of President that is, on September 8, 1999. Concerns should be sent to the attention of Public Safety who, at always, will respond promptly. Ian Wong, representing the Westgate Health Center staff, extended an open invitation for students to receive counseling about pee wee. "i myself was not very good at tee ball," said Wong who did not seem to understand the conter.
Babson MBA Goes on Jaywalking Rampage

By Daryl Askerke News Editor

At 12:35 PM on Wednesday, November 29th, Justin P. Syco, a Babson Graduate student, slowly put one foot in front of the other and illegally jaywalked across Central Street in Downtown Wellesley.

Wellesley police believe the jaywalk began when Syco noticed a hot dog vending stand across the street. Witnesses say he stopped suddenly, stared intently at the stand, and embarked on what police have called the town's worst "pedestrian tragic tragedy."

"It was like a bomb went off in the middle of the road. Everyone just stopped."

Five steps into the illegal act Wellesley police officer Carl Hillman spotted Syco. "It was like a bomb went off in the middle of the road. Everyone just stopped," Using his deeply ingrained reflexes, the officer immediately ordered Syco to stop. "I screamed for him to stop... I just didn't think something so horrific would happen next."

After stopping in the middle of the street, Justin Kilkepper, a legally blind nineteen-year-old Wellesley native, struck Syco with her 1967 Volkswagen Beetle. Fortunately, Kilkepper was only going 10 mph at the time. "I don't like going above the speed limit," said the differential Kilkepper.

While standing outside the Walmart on Central Street,Lisa Zennfrok witnessed the accident. "Oh... I saw the man nailed in the tail. It was terrible." Zennfrok was only one of three people who saw the hit and run.

Hillman, after witnessing the accident, called his dispatcher for backup and medical assistance. "I thought he [Syco] deserved to get hit, but I had to call it in anyway." The dispatcher called out the SWAT team and an ambulance to deal with the situation.

"It was a catastrophe. We thought it would have gone worse," asked the dispatcher.

Syco, unitized by the vehicular assault, continued to stagger towards the hot dog stand. Once there, he reached into the greasy water and grabbed three scalding hot dogs. Officer Hillman had by this time come to within fifteen feet of the staggering student. Syco, fearing the officer's approach, threw two of the hot dogs at Hillman. The first dog barely missed his head, but the second hit him square in the groin. The officer was so shocked he fell to the pavement. "I don't know what I was thinking... I just kept saying to myself: 'What if this nut has a gun?' I mean, he was wearing a Babson sweatshirt and that'd strike fear into any cop's heart."

Witnesses then say Syco falter into a small side street and devour his final hot dog. SWAT team members arrived on scene shortly after the one sided food fight. Snipers quickly targeted Syco and police negotiators talked him into surrendering forty-five minutes later. Police were worried Syco still had his third hot dog. "If he did have that third dog it could have gotten ugly," said one officer.

The search of Syco's backpack turned up three copies of Hot Dog Commissioner magazine and a bottle of yellow mustard. Police suspect he did not enjoy the food served in Trim and the smell of fresh hot dogs was simply too much. He was "highly stressed" MBA to handle.

Friends of Syco said he was always a little strange when he came to food. "He never liked to eat at Trim," one classmate commented. "It didn't surprise me when I heard the story come over the news."

Another friend said Syco never wanted to obey the rules of the road when it came to pedestrians. "Anytime I walked with him I prayed we wouldn't have to cross the street.

"It's obvious this would have happened sooner or later. If it had to happen to someone, I would have picked him.

Once Wellesley police ascertained Syco was a Babson MBA they contacted the college's Public Safety Office. Ray McKearney, the Babson College Chief of Police, arranged for a search of Syco's room on campus. Police said they did not find two cases of hot dog buns and three jars of mustard, but no hot dogs were in the room.

Syco was arraigned on one count of jaywalking and one count of assault and battery of a police officer with a well preserved food item. The District Attorney prosecuting the case said, "Jaywalking is a serious offense in Wellesley. We take our $30 Million from Department of Corrections

-Continued from page 1

will make a major impact on crime rates in New England. "Essentially, you are getting help to those people who need it most. Babson students."

The grant will also provide for Guest Chairs. Mr. Fostersore

"True, some have violent tendencies, but all in all we just screw people for money."

said the chairs would be reserved for "special individuals who display the classic qualities of a Babson student." When asked how much these Chairs would receive in the form of living expenses, Mr. Fostersore simply laughed. "I don't think these people will need to worry about their future living situation."

Some of the prominent names are John Salvi, Charles Mansen, O.J. Simpson, and the Mensendez brothers.

said people would benefity be he let the Department of Revenue and Taxation come in here. Construction on the newly redesigned Student Center should begin during the fall. Mr. Carson, the Director of Planning, expects few changes in the center should be completed by September 1997. Hillman had this to say of the MBA and Undergraduate academic year.

Midnight Munchies

Delivery Hours: 12:00 a.m.-12:00 a.m.
Monday-Monday

Loss Leader: Stale Doughnuts. 12 for $1
(Depot Bloom included)

Menu:

Coffee: $0.50, $1.50 with toppers delivery service, $15.00 with female toppers delivery service.

Ice Cream: $1.75, $2.50 with toppers delivery service, $20.00 with female toppers delivery service.

Pub Menu:

(We sell Pub food for twice as much as the Pub, oh boy)

Jalapeno Poppers:

Disconnected from sale due to shortage of frozen crickets

Buffalo Wings:

Not available, substitute- Unicorn Hamburger

Nacho Cheese:

Mistake, misunderstood Pub who said, "That's not your cheese"

Be on the lookout for next year's FME business 12:00 a.m. Jog
Opinions

Male Chatrin Forum

By Fredrick's of Wellesley Superior Male

What is up with the female population here at Babson? I have never seen such a gaggle of whiny, whiny prunes in all of my days. Every one of them is looking for Prince Charming to come along and sweep them up and drive them away in a golden Porsche. Wake up and smell the toast. Not Happening! I see you females out there, checking out the guys, or should I say, the guys' wallets? It is a fact that American women, and a lot of you internationals too, have become more materialistic than the male population ever was.

Let us examine today's typical dating scenario, shall we? The guy initiates the contact. Through numerous conversations and a little begging, a date is agreed on. They go out, maybe for a little dinner, perhaps a movie or some drinks and dancing. Then what? Nothing. Date two, the same. Date three, the same, with the occasional alcoholic beverage thrown in. If the guy has broken the ice a little, tries a move or two. Nothing too forward, maybe a kiss, Maybe toning around the idea of dating more seriously, and what happens? Nothing! Or she says she already has someone, or my personal favorite, “Just wanna be friends.” Bah! Humbugg!!

I would like to enter a new word into the female vocabulary, “Reciprocation.”

"You don’t like it, too flipping bad, you dumb, daddy didn’t-buy-me-a-pony-so-I’m-gonna-cry, bitch." -

I am not saying that a date demands a knob-gobbling in the back seat of the car, but some acknowledgement on your part is expected. Oh, you just want to be friends? Then pick up your own check, cheap bitch! Friends don’t leech off each other, or dangle the promise of feminine charms to get a free meal. They have a term for that type of woman, "professional." On the subject of professionals, men should try them more often and give Mary Palm and her five sisters the night off. I will tell you, one thing, paying a professional is more cost effective, action is guaranteed, and you can screw for a change, pun intended. Face it, boys the sexual revolution is over, and we lost. It is not about equality any more, it is about dominance. If you ask me, women should have stayed in the kitchen. I know what every guy on this campus is thinking right now.

So, yes, even your boyfriend, despite his denial of it. He is thinking, as I do, that the woman’s place is on her knees! He will deny it in front of a woman, but I guarantee he will agree with me in a room full of men. That is just my opinion. You don’t like it, too flipping bad, you dumb, daddy didn’t-buy-me-a-pony-so-I’m-gonna-cry, bitch.

If you want to leave your woman with on thought as you go off into the dating frenzy. Babson beaches are like a parking lot. The spaces are either handicapped or taken, but on the weekend, you can park anywhere.

When it really doesn’t matter

By Shiv Singh
Staff Writer

This is not a parody issue, that is what you are thinking. I know, don’t tell me, all of you. The sad thing is, this one might seem to be parody articles or some sort of thing. But it all just a concept. I am just trying to get your attention.

By the way do you know what parody means? I mean what I mean. The word "parody" is a speech, burlesque is what my loyal thesaurus tells me are synonyms for "parody". But do you know what burlesque means? Think about it. My ever so loyal thesaurus (I gave up on dictionaries when I first bought one, I know they lie) brings to my mind the fact that one of the synonyms is proof. How rude that is.

Remember, step back into history and understand the sort of articles that I have written. An analysis of writing research papers, to glibness buzzing, to feminism to god knows what else.

And do you know why? It all really doesn’t matter. The whole Babson Free Press doesn’t matter, and so does Babson College. And why?

Because I am from Plato. I understand your disbelief, it is natural. But the truth is that Babson College really doesn’t matter to me. More than that it doesn’t matter to anyone else. No one really cares about the food in Trim or the number of lobby 135 mgz computers we have or the size of the car or anything else. It all really doesn’t matter. Your classics don’t matter, your friends don’t matter, your teachers don’t matter and your grades don’t matter. Sounds good doesn’t it? I mean it’s the usual routine in that you have nothing to matter about, or should I say worry about?

Babson College was founded in 1919, but that doesn’t matter what they tell us because it is more important that we earn enough to be happy. So there again it doesn’t really matter.

What’s in it for me? Pollard and SAGA merged just like one of those mergers or acquisitions that take place in the real world. But as you can guess it really doesn’t matter. We are still getting the same food, we are still living the same dorms and we still have to go off campus on weekends to find a life. These things just don’t matter.

President Glavin is retiring. It doesn’t matter. Why? It’s simple. We will get another President to take his place and he will try to improve Babson even more than what President Glavin did. And Babson government will spread and then it will be tougher for students to get in and then maybe they will end up going to Bentley. It doesn’t matter we are going to lose out anyway.

It’s stopped snowing but it might again. We are the number one ranked business school in the world and yet people from Wharton and Harvard are more likely to get jobs than us. It doesn’t make a difference, it all doesn’t matter.

Your G.P.A might be a 3.7 this semester. That is wonderful, but when you are in that last semester when you take French IV it will come down to a 3.0 and you will learn that it doesn’t matter.

The question of the day is whether our existence really matters. Think about it, what are we living for, ask yourself that question. You can’t answer it and you know why, it really doesn’t matter because you die someday anyway. Life doesn’t matter.

Wait a minute a thought just struck me, does this article matter? Read it again and ask yourself whether it matters. Read the Free Press and ask yourself if it matters. If you don’t think it does then you are on the path to success. You are beyond the first stage to find out hidden truths in this parody issue.

But wait a minute, hidden truths, do they matter?

Weekly Horoscope

Aries (March 21-April 20): You will meet the person of your dreams this week. Too bad they will be involved in a serious relationship. Take heart, someone else may come along, in a few years. Until then, satisfy yourself.

Taurus (April 21-May 20): You will finally have luck playing the lottery this week, and win thousands of dollars. However, the government will demand most of the money in taxes. You will barely have enough money left to buy a pack of gum.

Gemini (May 21-June 21): Your parents will finally recognize what a special person you are and give you a brand new car. Too bad you will end up crashing it an hour after you’ve received it.

Cancer (June 22-July 23): This week you will get your first ‘A’ since being at Babson. Too bad one of your classmates will accuse you of copying their paper and you will be brought up against the judicial board.

Leo (July 24-Aug. 23): ‘This is your lucky week because your teachers will cancel classes this week. However, they will get back at you by assigning extra projects and that person cannot humanly finish.

Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 23): You will be talked about for years to come for holding the best campus this year has ever seen. Too bad your RA will break up this party and you’ll lose your housing for the rest of your college life.

Libra (Sept. 24-Oct. 23): The relationship between you and the one you love is stronger than ever this week. Too bad your love will ruin it by admitting they’re cheating on you with someone from home since you two began dating.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22): You will win a free trip to Hawaii this week. However, it will be scheduled during exams and you’ll have to turn it down and the person next in line for it is the person you despise the most.

Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21): Your parents will send you a brand new stereo system for no reason this week. Too bad you will end up dropping this stereo while carrying it up from the mailbox and it will become a jigsaw puzzle!

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20): You will have an admirer shower you with gifts this week. Too bad the only reason they are doing this is because they want help on an upcoming exam.

Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19): Everyone you know will offer to buy you as much alcohol as you want this weekend. Too bad you will spend the weekend in the hospital with alcohol poisoning and your parents will refuse to pay the hospital bill.

Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20): A good friend you haven’t heard from in a while calls this week and you talk for a long time. Too bad the only reason your friend called was to borrow lots of money.
Why Erase Hate?

By The Young & The Hated Contributing Aryan

Racism is a wonderful thing. It teaches people how to hate those not like them. This is good because hate is what makes the world go around.

How many nations do you know of that live in perfect harmony? Not one. There is always room for someone to hate someone else. What exactly is the problem with hate? There isn’t one. No one really cares if someone gets the crap beat out of him because he chooses to lead a lifestyle that is not thought to be “normal.”

The truth of the matter is that there really is nothing “normal.” Hate, what everyone seems to have fear of, is the only normal thing that exists. So, let’s take a moment to celebrate hate. It’s good that niggers remain on the bottom and crackers still have ultimate power.

Spics, chinks, and even queers belong at the bottom of the totem pole. God-fearing red-necks have ultimate rule in deciding the norm anyway. Stop trying to gain rights. Race wars are going to happen anyway and you’ll still be worth nothing. You aren’t going to change a god damn thing. Be happy being hated. You still have the god given right to hate back.

---

Being Black is Back

By Black Jack Staff Colored Person

Over the years, many of us have been in contact with the Oreo. No, I do not mean the cookie. I mean black people who wish they were white or try to be white. With the coming and going of Black History Month on this salt and pepper campus, mostly salt, some had a reality check.

The month was filled with events that opened up the minds of many. The Dreamkeepers In Search of Soul was magnificent. But there is hardly any soul to be found on the Babson Campus. Soul is community. It made some of the Oreo aforementioned proud to be black. It made them want to be black. If Michael Jackson and O.J. Simpson were invited, they would probably want to be black. O.J., you still have a chance. However, Michael, it is entirely too late for you.

We are now getting back to the stage when you can be proud to be black. I have always been proud to be black. I have been black for years and have never needed a reason. Black History Month was such a success at Babson, that even some whites and Asians are trying to cross over. Sorry, but you can’t do it.

-- "I have been black for years and have never needed a reason." --

synonymous with black, Babson is not. The tracing of the oral tradition with Dr. Sowmare was also enlightening. My personal favorite was the Dr. Joycelyn Elders speech. February was a month filled with events that tried to promote awareness of the black experience.

Many people were in awe of some of the people who positively represented the black yellow on the outside and black in the middle. You will have to wait until mating season to share a part of the experience, only if you can handle it.

For all the Oreo out there in the world, once you are black, you are black. (Unless you are Michael Jackson, of course.) To the impostors, once you go black, you can’t go back. Think about it.

---

"We’re Not Gonna Take It, No We Ain’t Gonna Take It"

By Evan Marza President Hillel

In a late breaking news story last night, Shimon Peres (the Prime Minister of Israel) addressed the state of Israel and the wider world of Jews all across the planet. According to the speech, it seems as if Jews everywhere are sick and tired of refurnishing their households during the upcoming Passover season. Traditionally Jews are forced to make their homes “more” Kosher by eliminating any non-Kosher products, meats, breads, etc. for Passover. One person was quoted as saying “I can’t believe I can’t eat I can’t believe it’s not butter*. To quote Vincent Vega “Pork Chops are good, Bacon’s good.” Statements like these run rampant across the countryside, and as a solution

-- "We want to eat Bacon, Ham, and LoBster like all the reat! Equality for all! Fight the power!" --

Peres (along with Israel’s governing bodies) have abolished the need to make their homes “Passover Kosher". Peres states "...We’re sick and tired of not being able to eat Pork Chops like everyone else! We want to eat Bacon, Ham, and Lobster like all the rest! Equality for all! Fight the power!" As his words sang true across the countryside with Israelis rejoicing in the streets, a sudden thunderclap arose over the podium. Apparently Minister Peres’ speech was cut short due to a sudden lightning bolt from the skies. Following the freak storm, Peres recounted his original words, leaving the country in upheaval about what to do. His Press Secretary announced today that sometimes there are things more important in life than being able to get your hands on a nice thick, juicy strip of meat.

---

Beaver Tees

Custom Designed T-shirts for your organization:

Sizes Available- Small, Medium, Large, Extra Large, For Ned Sennott Only

Styles Available- Regular, Tank, Wet

Special Note: Wet T-shirts require a special fitting by our expert staff who refuse being arrested for supplying the Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority

Lettering- A-Z, 1-10, Greek Alphabet o.k. except the letters ΕΚ on Wet T-Shirts

Colors- Red, Blue, Green, White, and Gray, but no Black as per instructions from Office of Admissions

We are committed to providing the Babson Community with a quality product that will not rip, tear, or shrink under normal use. Frequent stretching could result in unusual behavior from our fabrics such as becoming misshaped.

The Babson Free Press
Holiday Inn Baghdad: A Vacation Paradise

By Joseph Concannon
Post of Coolness

It is in time to put aside the lifestyles of the rich and famous and take a look at the blow-up and famous. This week's travel review takes us to the Holiday Inn, in not-so-sunny Baghdad. This quaint little city is a popular vacation spot for American bomber pilots. Come with us now and experience the wonder of the number one hotel in the whole of Iraq. In fact, it is the only hotel as the others are closed for serious renovations and rebuilding.

Welcome one and all to the Holiday Inn Baghdad. Come see the state-of-the-art in plastic hotels. You will see bright shiny colors and wildly patterned wallpaper, in their small, manageable rooms. The walls are so thin that you'll never miss a second of the fun. You may even listen to music from the hotel band without leaving the comfort of your room. And their three songs will have you dancing the night away. Back in your room, if you turn on the shower it just right, you may even get a hot one.

The refresh test after a long day of fun in the desert sun. Stop off for a drink in the Defect-to-Inn Lounge, or watch some TV. CNN is the favorite station down here, and I might add, an integral part of the Iraqi intelligence agency.

Now don't you bother with those silly traveler's checks here. There is no crime like those

"Remember it is the Holiday Inn Baghdad, owned by Hussien-Got-His-Butt-Kicked Inc. and don't forget to duck!"

Behind the Booze: Schlitz

By Al Coholic
Brew Spence

Listen up beer fans, I have something very special for you this week, and it will only cost you a couple bucks a case. There is a beer that has resurged recently and is blowing away all the commercial beers out there. It's all the micro-brews. Schlitz is back, cheaper than ever, and its inexpensive too.

Micro-brews have become trendy over the past year or so. To maintain market share, bigger companies are starting up their own micro-brews under different names to stay competitive. All this competition has opened up a gap in the market that Schlitz is moving to fill.

Ever since Schlitz began washing their bottles and cans before filling them, the taste of the beer has improved greatly. Now with this new market swing, consumers are leaning more towards names they know and trust. Sales of Schlitz beer have increased by 31% in the last quarter alone, with a 34% increase projected for next quarter.

Stockholder's Perspective
In the market this week, Schlitz shares were an incredible jump in the stock price. It is currently at $125 per share. However, this price is inflated due to the surge of publicity. The Schlitz stock can be found on the Nasdaq under CRAP. Along with this recent resurgence in popularity, Schlitz has been making aggressive moves across the board. They are still in negotiations. Busch is not the only one. Schlitz has been looking over Boston Beer Company and Pete's Brewing Company as well. They seem to be going by Bill Gates' mottos. "If you can't hear on him in no time at all. After the betting gave them away, he would not put more time on the actual test in their historic strategic withdrawal during the Gulf War. See the Iraqi crackdown and examine the millions of dollars in destroyed military equipment. It has become a monument to Russian surplus technology. Be sure not to miss the shell collecting on the Road of Death. The possible assentments of spent ordnance is unmatched. One can find shell casings from every nation in the coalition.

In the end, the hotel is blistering hot day, you can cool off in your very own sweat. The hotel is warm and stuffy for your personal comfort. For dinner be sure to sample the local cuisine. It has a mysterious local herb that you can taste for days. Do not worry about the herb though. The Grieger readings indicate that small doses will not kill, right away.

So come down and see the wonders that await you. There is something for everyone. Remember it is the Holiday Inn Baghdad, owned by Hussien-Got-His-Butt-Kicked Inc. and don't forget to duck!

Economic Profile: The Amrit of America

By Vinny Skoll Leaver
New JOSEY, affectionately referred to as the "Garden State," was one of the original states in the union and the state to contain the Federal Constitution. First colonized after the explorations of Verrazano and Hudson, New JOSEY has been economically declining ever since. With a total state population approaching 8 million biological mutants, residence 2,782 square miles, it's no wonder that the state has become unbecariable. The state is economically anchored to its waste disposal industry and has become the dumping ground of the United States. A quick jaunt through New JOSEY will reveal the industrial nucleus and foul odor of these factories and plants. As a result, the biggest charged employment opportunities lie in big rigs and waste management. Unknown institutions such as the New JOSEY Institute of Technology are perfect breeding grounds for the caliber of employee needed for the highly industrialized field of industrial and residential waste disposal.

Contrary to popular belief, New JOSEY does have a decent size agricultural base. New JOSEY farms specialize in dairy products, soy beans, and hay. Unfortunately, this segment of the economy has been crippled by the biological mutarisation caused by surrounding practices. Motorists are not charged for entering the state from New York, while they are charged if they attempt to leave for New York. What does this mean? This is a blatant attempt to halt the conversion of disgruntled New JOSEY truckers and waste dump workers from becoming New Yorkers.

The state's human resources have been crippled by the toxic affects of their numerous waste disposal sites. This has led on an extremely high rate of illiteracy, "Cornholly-like running children," and impotence. One can only wonder how their work force will be able to survive in the ever changing economy of the 21st century.

Bargain, Bargain, Bargain!!! 1996 Limited Edition College Souvenir Car Be the envy of your graduating class

This vehicle is for novelty purposes only and should not be used for anything but entertainment. Be advised, owner is responsible for emotional distress caused by ridiculing friends, embarrassed parents, or for being drummed by girlfriend. Made in the USA!

"If we put our minds to it, we can accomplish anything." (Rip Off; President, Association of American Automobile Manufacturers and Babson Graduate)

Special Offer! Order now and receive a FREE The CLUB completely pre-installed and ready to be broken!
IBM Takes A Dive: Apple New Industry Giant

By Mac Newton
Digital Guru

IBM stock has hit the fan. Big Blue, the great American Computer giant has been hung out to dry by Apple Computer. Sales have dropped like a rock, their technological edge is out the window, and even Babson's computer lab is trashing all IBM clones and going with Power Macs. This has been a three pronged process which has crippled the dominating computer company in the county. Technological problems have plagued IBM recently. In addition, some underhanded behind-the-scenes actions by their CEOs (such as massive layoffs and budget cuts) have hurt them right when Apple was making a come-back.

"Technology has always been steady and strong with IBM, but recently they have been having problems which have shaken the consumer confidence in the company. One such example is their new 200-MHz Pentium laptops named "Super Book." They were powerful systems, but had unusual energy requirements. Their new power-packs had defects that caused them to leak battery acid on to the laps of several consumers. More extreme cases involved the batteries detonating, maiming a few consumers and innocent bystanders. Such an instance happened on an airline flight. When the pack blew up, pressure was lost in the cabin, causing the plane to crash. IBM will spend the next ten years sift through those lawsuits."

"A more recent technological problem was that their new Internet Dumb terminals, called "Net-com G" (Net-terminal-for-Computer-GEEKS), encountered a monitor defect. Random pulses of light would intermittently zap the user, causing blindness and hairy-palm syndrome when accessing censored material on the Internet."

-- "The Apple Computer business has been booming ever since they bought out Microsoft and fired Bill Gates as chairman."

The CEOs of IBM have wreaked havoc in the industry. It seems that each new CEO is trying to sell the company off at a cheap rate to any competing company who will listen. To turn the company over, the CEOs have been demanding huge "Golden Parachutes."

The Apple Computer business has been booming ever since they bought out Microsoft and fired Bill Gates as chairman. Look for them to scoop up market share in IBM's self-destructive wake.

---

The Touch of Ass Cafe

Now Serving:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fresh Picked Colombian Coffee</td>
<td>2 spankings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate Covered Bar-Bons</td>
<td>3.5 spankings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Crack' Cocaine</td>
<td>Try at your own risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot Dog with warm and moist BUNS</td>
<td>2.5 spankings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinnamon BUNS</td>
<td>1 roll of toilet paper</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All of our food is guaranteed to be the freshest available and to smell like roses. We promise to serve you in a comfortable and relaxing atmosphere in a reasonable timeframe. We carefully select our products based on firmness, roundness, and overall muscle tone in order to provide our customers with the type of merchandise they desire. If for some reason your order does not meet your expectations or gives you diarrhea, please alert one of our managers who will do their best to satisfy your craving.

House Special:
1 Beef Jerky
1 Yule Log
FREE FLOSS!!
Bentley College Basic Skills Test

A Continuation of our “Friendly Rivalry” Series

Part I: Multiple Choice

1. If one bottle of Thunderbird costs 50 cents, how much does it cost for two?
   a) 50 cents   b) 13 cents   c) $1.00   d) $1.00   e) None of the above

2. If John starts work at 2:00 and finishes 1 minute later, what time will it be when he finishes?
   a) 2:00    b) 2:05   c) Yes   d) 2:01   e) All of the above

3. How do you spell the word “cat”?

4. How many kids must you have to receive $320 a week in welfare?
   a) 1    b) 2   c) 3   d) 3.2   e) 97

5. “To be or not to be...” came from what author?
   a) Louis L’Amour   b) Dr. Seuss   c) Shakespeare   d) Judy Blume

6. Analogy: Food: Eat as
   a) Chalk: Automobile   b) Shoe: Existentialism   c) Nose: Drink

7. If 2x + 3y = 12, where x = 3 and y = 2, what does y equal?
   a) 3.14   b) 13   c) x   d) xy   e) None of the above

8. Find the next number in the series: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5...
   a) 6   b) 14   c) 1.5713   d) 10,437   e) Judy Blume

9. Which number is largest?
   a) 1   b) 2   c) 2   d) 3   e) None of the above

Part III: Count Your Nose

10. How many noses do you have? Count your nose(s) with your finger and write your answer below.
    nose(s)

Part III: Written

11. Write down the numbers 1-10 (points deducted for each number out of sequence)

12. Write your name (candidates not advised to copy)
**THE FAR SIDE**
*By Gary Larson*

![Cartoon Panel]

"Now, guy, hun? Well, up here you walk the edge! And the edge is a tickle Feel. .. Love her, but never trust her, for her heart is full of LYE!"

---

**Twisted Things**
*By Burnt Brain*

![Cartoon Panels]

- "Isn't that cute, dear? They're evolving into a civilized society..."
- "Let's see. You made free soup. You made Bob's soup. You made hiking soup... Our four beneficiaries are all bottoms up now!"

---

*The Babson Free Press*
An Interview with Toby's Mommy

By Oscar Mayer
Contributing Weenie

This Friday the Class of 1998 will present what is being billed as "The Borst of the Year." Along with free food and non-candy, Toby's Mommy, composed entirely of Babson dropouts, will perform live at Knight Auditorium. An interview with the band not only gives the audience a little insight into their background, but also reveals that they are rather sick.

How did you guys meet and decide to become a band? Well, we really did not get serious about music until recently because we were too busy playing with ourselves. Some nights we've blown our horns and pounded on our drums, but nothing much good ever came out. We knew we were talented when our equipment erupted, so we formed a band to do what we do best, and that's play.

One of the big changes you've made within the band was when you got the singer. Joining the band, singer Josh Kimmel left the school and you picked up Shawn Bartlett. How did this affect you guys? We all contributed different things to the band. So, Josh, who was a good singer, represented the pothead part. Since, he has more than fulfilled our expectations and has helped the band get free food from the Exchange. And he really brings out the best in all of us.

Toby (a different Josh), being the "new guy" and the youngest, where do you feel that the band is heading? Can you handle the pressure? I'll be honest. When I first joined the band I was a little unsure of playing with myself. Then, I found myself taught me how to select and practice and I haven't stopped since. These guys go out of their way to make me feel good, that's what makes them good friends. As for handling the pressure, I know all about friction so I don't think I would be bad. What is the current status of the band? We've really come a long way. We got a gig downtown and we rock it for hours. Toby's guitar playing is almost worth listening to. The rest of us, however, need to lay off the fertility drugs to be productive. We're really approaching a band level instead of just being a bunch of guys hanging out and smoking pot.

We need to update our equipment though, most of our parts have burned out from overuse. For the people who don't know the 404A and find the experience as difficult as do you guys have your at respective positions? Billy Krottin: Well technically, I've been playing with fish for about four years, but I haven't been serious about it until last year. My parents bought me my first bass and since then I have been trying to pick up the picketed but haven't really mastered the grip.

Toby Boys: I bought my first instrument over three years ago along with a "T.B." bass. The book fails to mention some of the complexities, like doing "T.B." bass. Instead, it's just an approximation. I've been playing with fish for about two years ago 'cause it looked kinda cool. Been on stage a couple of times and just picked up the flute. Hopefully we can use that sometime. The shape and length are perfect for when we are bored and hanging around Coleman. If there was one aspect of the band you always would like to improve a lot what would it be? Well, basically we just need to practice together more. In the only thing we could come up with, besides for you know, was Toby's mom. Each of us has had our share, the ride is great, and there are no hemorrhoids to hold us back.

Some people think that you guys aren't very good. Any comments? Don't worry, but at least we suck in style! Opinions are like *holes. Everyone's got one and nobody is willing to share.

Shawn Bartlett: Eight years ago I started playing guitar. I took a performing arts class in school and have been working out with the boys ever since. I can fake anything thanks to that class and the proof is really hard to find.

Your expectations? We're really excited so we are trying to figure out how to do the performance sitting down. In the past many bands have gone on to become successful. Which band would you represent Toby's Mommy? I don't think any band could compare to us. We really suck and can show you. We play with all kinds of stuff and you can't really pin us down. We need to be on top. How did you come up with the band name Toby's Mommy? Basically, Toby wasn't in the room when we thought up the band's name. Nah, seriously, we all just sat around and thought about what we all have in common. The only thing we could come up with, besides for you know, was Toby's mom. Each of us has had our share, the ride is great, and there are no hemorrhoids to hold us back.

Some people think that you guys aren't very good. Any comments? Don't worry, but at least we suck in style! Opinions are like *holes. Everyone's got one and nobody is willing to share.

The Babson Free Press
Introducing Babson Football

By Football Fanny
Staff Geek

Babson has received funding from Frank Perdue, a distinguished entrepreneur, to start a football team. As you may have guessed, they will be called the Babson Butterball Bullets. Frank Perdue wanted the uniforms to have some kind of Perdue Chicken endorsement on it. The teams didn’t want to sound like a bunch of pushovers. They wanted a name that would evoke fear as well as denote the speed of their team. Hence and behold, the Babson Butterball Bullets, Babson’s first football team.

Continuing in the traditions of equal opportunity for women and liberalism, the new team’s quarterback is a woman. Though Adrienne McClain will be a senior, she is more than willing to dedicate some of her senior year to being the team’s quarterback. The first year is going to be the hardest, establishing a foundation. Yet, the team captain is still very openly optimistic.

The remainder of the team is made up of math majors.

Ross Sanger
Got-stood-up-by-a-hooker
Evgeni Mitkow
Goat Hearder
Albena Djogovaa
“Goat”
Adrian McCoy
Can’t touch this
Eric Greenberger
Monkey Spanker
David Chun
Whip me, beat me, make me write bad articles
Mark Ford
Who’s that?
Vikoria Seekret
Public Facility

High. (And you though paying attention in Prob Stats was useless.) This new found technique should give us an advantage over our competitors. They will be too busy wondering why the team is running with calculators to notice where the ball is going. We are sure to make the playoffs!

The Babson Butterball Beavers are already gearing up for football season. It’s going to be the greatest thing to hit the Babson Campus since Ben & Jerry’s ice-cream. If you should happen to see them tossing the ball around, give a little salute. These are Babson pioneers who will go in the history books for their courage and fortitude.

Duquette Signs Buckner For Defensive Reasons

By Iss Sodanais-Nightmare
Sports Editor

Dan Duquette, General Manager of the Boston Red Sox, held a press conference at Fenway Park yesterday afternoon to announce the signing of free agent Bill Buckner. Buckner, who played a key role in the infamous Red Sox legacy, will be returning to baseball after a long retirement. For the last five years, Buckner has been living in Idaho trying to forget the ground ball that skipped through his legs on that October night in New York nearly ten years ago. “I have never been able to forget that night,” replied Buckner. “My life has been hell for the last ten years and I want to re-gain my life by re-claiming myself in front of the Boston fans.”

Buckner, who signed for the league minimum, will play first base behind American League M.V.P. Mo Vaughn. Manager Kevin Kennedy, talked of the role Buckner will play this year. “Buck will definitely get some run out there. I am looking for him to steal some bases and provide some tough defense in the later innings at first base.” When asked if Buckner would be placed in the same situation as that infamous Game 6 against the Mets, Kennedy replied, “Hell yes. Buck is my man in the ninth! If we make the World Series and it’s the bottom of the ninth and we are up one, I will pull Mo and send Buck in. I have total confidence in him.”

Roger Clemens, a fellow Red Sox teammate who played with Buckner in that dream season ten years ago, had a different view of the signing. “Nothing against Buck, he is one of my best friends, but he sucks and I don’t want him playing first when I am pitching. If he is, I will walk the mound. He can’t hit the World Series, and if it isn’t for him, I would be home in Texas, a retired man, playing with my dog!” The Red Sox will have to resolve this tension in the clubhouse if they want to retain the proper chemistry that is needed to make a run at the championship.

Buckner will be facing tremendous pressure to succeed from the fans of Boston. The Boston fans are toughest crowd to play for and they have not forgotten 1986 or the incident in which Buckner belt a teenager for ridiculing him a few years back. “I realize that,” replied Buckner. “If I see a ground ball coming my way, I am sure that I will swing at it. I am here to redeem myself and my honor. I want to give back what I took from the fans when I let that ball roll through my legs.”

Paul Scalfi, a Winthrop native, has been a long suffering Sox fan for the past 15 years. He had some strong feelings about this signing yesterday as he said about two thousand other Sox fans gathered to protest the move outside Fenway. “Buckner is lucky to be alive today.” said Scalfi. “If he were up again, he simply has to accept the fact that he must die.”
What were you thinking about, the last time you had sex?

Brent Larson '96
"I can't remember, it's been a while."

Dean Joe Ford
"Beat it... just Beat it"

Kevin Nolan '97
"It was much harder with Dad."

Jennifer Longley '97
"The student body needs to rise to the occasion. I want to make it happen..."

Officer Larry Lavine
"I don't get any... I look like a VW with its doors open."

Professor Rotman
"Oh yeah... Oh boy... Oh yeah... Oh boy..."

Jostlen Elders
"Nobody understands me the way I do."